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The third book in the bestselling Bear series, now in board book formatThirty-five years after their

first groundbreaking collaboration, the creators of Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See? and

Polar Bear, Polar Bear, What Do You Hear? reunited to address the important topic of animal

conservation. A Bald Eagle soars, a Spider Monkey swings, a Macaroni Penguin struts, and a Red

Wolf sneaks through Bill Martin Jr's rhythmic text and Eric Carle's vibrant images, and all are

watched over by our best hope for the futureâ€•a dreaming child.We are delighted to offer Bill Martin

Jr and Eric Carle's beloved tribute to endangered animals in a board book edition.
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I love children's books by Bill Martin and Eric Carle. I really love reading "Brown Bear, Brown Bear,

What Do You See?" and "Polar Bear, Polar Bear, What Do You Hear?" to my preschoolers and

when I heard there was a new book, I had to find a copy and buy it. I can't wait to read this book to

my class along with the other two books. It is soooo adorable! The pictures are cute and easy for

the children to remember.

This book is similar to the original Brown Bear book, with illustrations of panda bear, bald eagle,



water buffalo, spider monkey, green sea turtle, macaroni penguin, sea lion, red wolf, whooping

crane, black panther, and moon-faced dreaming child.The illustrations are beautiful--Carle's

signature watercolor-collage style. While Brown Bear's illustrations show each animal against stark

white backgrounds, Panda Bear's illustrations feature them against bold backgrounds. (My sensitive

younger toddler found the red wolf and the black panther illustrations a little scary, so we skip those

pages for now.)Although this book doesn't lend itself to teaching basic colors and animal sounds the

way that the original does, it is a good way to teach the concept of endangered species to younger

children. Overall, a great companion to a classic!

It's a nice concept and most kids will love the words, different animals and the concept of going from

one animal to another. Panda Bear was really written because Brown Bear established such a

terrific template. In other words it's a sequel. Like most sequels it doesn't quite measure up.Kids will

still enjoy the colorful pictures, sounds of words and guessing what comes next in the story.

Perhaps that's all they need. Sometimes the educational aspect is important and sometimes kids

just need entertainment. This is entertaining for little ones and it's a simple enough story so that little

ones can start pretending to read and feel more grown up.

I had high hopes for this, since the Brown Bear sliding book is currently my son's favorite! But the

rhymes and the animals are out of whack - by the time I've said "macaroni penguin, macaroni

penguin, what do you see?" my son has already crawled off to play with something else.Plus, the

ending, while sweet in its own way, is not interesting at all to my kiddo. He loved seeing the children

at the end of the original book.

To say my 9 month old loves this book would be an understatement! She gets so excited when she

sees you pull it out. It's beautifully illustrated and we love the fact that it focuses on endangered

animals. Love, love, love!!

My son and I LOVE this series (brown bear, Polar bear, Panda bear, baby bear). The slide and find

version is a very smart idea, which baby can see the next animal described in each answer. We got

both brown bear and Panda bear in slide and find; and Polar bear in sound book. I hope that the

baby bear will come in this version, too.Finally, the book is much bigger than I thought. It may be a

little heavy for baby, but otherwise, baby will enjoy much bigger pictures than in the original versionI

highly recommand the slide and find than the original one



Great board book in Eric Carle's collection. I bought this for a panda themed baby shower. It was a

great book to add to the other panda -themed items I bought for the shower for my sister in law.I

can't wait to read this to my new niece!!!!The book arrived quickly from the seller, and it was in

perfect condition.

My son's pre-school teacher read this to my son and he couldn't stop repeating the words all the

way home.... panda bear, panda what do you see.. I end up buying 2 other Bill Martin/Eric Carle

books the same day. This is a must have for little ones, it teaches them about animals and their

senses!
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